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American Library Association • March 20, 2015
 


For more ALA and library news on a daily basis, check the American Libraries website or
subscribe to our RSS feed.


Youth Matters: Diversity on my mind


Abby Johnson (right) writes: “Is diversity on your mind? It needs to be.
In our increasingly global society, it’s important that children are
exposed to ways of life outside their own and that they see
themselves reflected in the literature they access. Children’s librarians
have an important role to play here. It’s not enough to follow the
conversation on diversity. We need to consciously think about how
we’re including diverse literature in programs, book lists, readers’
advisory, presentations, and displays until it becomes second
nature.”...


American Libraries column, Mar./Apr.


No closures: Kentucky libraries get favorable tax ruling


Libraries in Kentucky might not have to close after all.
The Kentucky Court of Appeals in a 3–0 decision
March 20 reversed two circuit court decisions in
Kenton and Campbell counties that declared that
libraries in those counties had improperly raised taxes
for decades, according to a statement from the Kenton
County Public Library (right). The lawsuits, filed by Tea Party activists, challenged the
authority of library boards to raise property taxes without submitting a petition and putting
it on the ballot. The appeals court found the libraries can raise their taxes without having
to gather a petition. ALA and PLA issued a joint statement that congratulated the
Kentucky Library Association on its efforts to win the appeal....
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Cincinnati Enquirer, Mar 20; ALA Public Information Office, Mar. 20


Cuts to Vermont Department of Libraries


Vermont’s FY 2016 budget (proposed by Gov. Peter
Shumlin and now under consideration in the legislature)
contains a significant cut to the Vermont Department of
Libraries. This means nearly 20% of its budget, or more
than $400,000. A full picture of the cuts is still emerging,
but the Vermont State Law Library has been slated for
elimination. The Vermont Library Association issued a
press release (PDF file) that expresses its concerns and itemizes many of the services
that it provides in collaboration with libraries around the state....


Vermont Library Association, Mar. 20


Sponsored Content


Outlander returns to the small screen
Libraries can expect a boost in readership with the
return of the TV series Outlander to Starz on April 4.
Based on Diana Gabaldon’s bestselling book series,
season one continues as Claire, now Mrs. Jamie Fraser,
is captured by Black Jack Randall’s men.


Outlander won a 2015 People’s Choice Award for
Favorite Cable Sci-fi/Fantasy TV Show, and the newest
title in the book series, Written in My Own Heart’s Blood,
received 2015 Audie Award nominations for both Fiction
and Solo Narration (Female).


Advocates, teens protest Missouri library cuts


Supporters of the “Save Missouri Libraries” campaign
held a rally at the State Capitol in Jefferson City on
March 18, accusing Gov. Jay Nixon of trying to defund
Missouri libraries by $6 million per year. The
organization claims summer reading programs, internet
access, and federal funds and grants could be at risk.
It also claims library locations may have to restrict
hours or close entirely without state funding. Some 100 teens advocating to save the
libraries were ejected from the governor’s office by security after the governor’s press
secretary said he was unaware that the group had an appointment and claimed the group
was talking too loudly....
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KOMU-TV, Columbia, Mo., Mar. 18; WDAF-TV, Kansas City, Mo., Mar. 19


 


 


Time is running out for LSTA and IAL


In order to save library funding from the chopping block—
particularly the Library Services and Technology Act
(LSTA) and Innovative Approaches to Literacy (IAL)
programs—library supporters need to contact offices of
their representatives and senators and ask them to show
support for continued library funding. Advocates can ask
their lawmakers to sign “Dear Appropriator” letters about LSTA and IAL that three
Members of Congress who are huge library champions have drafted to the appropriations
committees in the House and Senate. Members of Congress need to hear from as many
voters as possible....


District Dispatch, Mar. 20


 


 


Orland Park settles lawsuits related to transparency


Orland Park (Ill.) Public Library officials have approved
a $55,000 settlement with two individuals who sued the
library over alleged transparency law violations in an
ongoing dispute over the policy of giving adults
unfiltered access to the internet. In 2014, Megan Fox
and Kevin DuJan filed two lawsuits against the library,
alleging several violations of the Illinois freedom of information law. The two have been
outspoken critics of the library since October 2013, when they claimed they saw men
viewing pornography on library computers, which is permitted under library policies. The
pair filed dozens of FOI requests, seeking records on library policies and personnel....


Chicago Tribune, Mar. 20


March Medals Madness


On April 6 the shortlist for the 2015 Andrew Carnegie
Medals for Excellence in Fiction and Nonfiction will be
announced. Think you can predict the six titles and
two winners the selection committee will choose from
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the longlist of 43 titles? Enter ALA’s March Medals
Madness drawing for the chance to test your
expertise. In Round One, readers can vote until noon on April 5 for six titles from the
longlist (three fiction, three nonfiction) that they think will be selected for the 2015
shortlist. Round Two will begin in May and continue until the announcement of the medal
winners on June 27 at ALA Annual Conference in San Francisco....


Andrew Carnegie Medals, Mar. 18


History comes alive in graphic novels


Colleen Seisser writes: “Many graphic novels focus on moments in
history. They are not just doing textbook coverage of historical events,
but they are personalizing the events and making them more real to
readers. Events seem more real when they are represented both by
text and by art. Check out some of these graphic novels that will take
you on a trip back in time. For example, The Great American Dust
Bowl by Don Brown; Shackleton: Antarctic Odyssey by Nick Bertozzi;
and The Wall: Growing Up Behind the Iron Curtain by Peter Sis.”...


YALSA The Hub, Mar. 20


Japanese retailer purchases OverDrive


Japanese online retailer Rakuten is buying US ebook company
OverDrive for about $410 million, deepening its push into the
US market. The Japanese e-commerce giant got into the e-
reader game when it picked up hardware maker Kobo for $315 million in 2011. The
acquisition of OverDrive, which currently offers ebook rental services to libraries and
schools, is expected to be completed in April....


TechCrunch, Mar. 19; OverDrive, Mar. 19; Reuters, Mar. 19


Be a Citizen Ambassador to Vietnam and Cambodia


People to People Citizen Ambassador Delegations, in
collaboration with ALA, is offering a custom-designed library
and information services delegation to Vietnam and
Cambodia led by ALA Past President Barbara J. Ford on
October 5–15. Experience Southeast Asia firsthand with your
peers through vibrant professional exchanges, valuable
networking, and meaningful discussions tailored to your focus
and interests. Find out more here....


ALA International Relations Office, Mar. 18
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April is Autism Awareness Month


Ashley Waring writes: “April is Autism Awareness Month. Why not
make this April an opportunity to reach out to the families in your
community who are affected by autism? Anything you do can make
a positive impact: from offering a program like Sensory Storytime to
something more passive like creating a display, booklist, or web
post.”...


ALSC Blog, Mar. 20


Selma-to-Montgomery March mural unveiled


A six-panel mural depicting the Selma-to-
Montgomery march in 1965 (right) was unveiled
March 18 outside the Rufus A. Lewis branch of the
Montgomery City-County (Ala.) Public Library. The
mural was completed by students at George
Washington Carver High School in the mid 1990s and sat in the branch’s meeting room
for many years....


Montgomery (Ala.) Advertiser, Mar. 19
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American Library Association • March 24, 2015
 


For more ALA and library news on a daily basis, check the American Libraries website or
subscribe to our RSS feed.


Women in management, revisited


Greg Landgraf writes: “Thirty years ago, American Libraries
published ‘Spotlight on Women Managers,’ a series of interviews
with several women who had been recently appointed to library
management positions about their views of management, their
goals and challenges, and their expectations for the future.
Recently, we followed up with four of those interviewees to see
how their experiences matched—or didn’t match—their
expectations. The interviewees were Bridget Lamont, Sharon J.
Rogers, Judy Rule, and Elizabeth Teoman.”...


American Libraries feature


Scott Bonner wins second annual Lemony Snicket Prize


Scott Bonner (right), director of the Ferguson (Mo.) Public
Library, has been selected as the recipient of the second
annual Lemony Snicket Prize for Noble Librarians Faced with
Adversity. Daniel Handler, also known as Lemony Snicket, will
co-present Bonner with the prize with National Book Award-
winning author Jacqueline Woodson on June 28 during the
ALA Annual Conference in San Francisco. Bonner will receive
a cash prize and an object from Handler’s private collection....


Office of ALA Governance, Mar. 23
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Nathan Scott wins Paul Howard Award for Courage


Nathan Scott (right) of the Strozier Library at Florida State University,
Tallahassee, has been awarded the ALA Paul Howard Award for
Courage. The $1,000 award and citation honors a librarian, library
board, library group, or an individual who has exhibited unusual
courage for the benefit of library programs or services. Scott is a
library assistant for security who saved the lives of library patrons
during an active shooter situation....


Office of ALA Governance, Mar. 23


Upcoming National Library Legislative Day deadlines


National Library Legislative Day, May 4–5, will be here
soon. Here are a few dates you should know: March 31
is the last day to receive the discount rate available at
the Liaison Hotel as part of the NLLD room block. April
24 is the last day to register online for National Library
Legislative Day. Know a non-librarian who gets fired up
about library issues? First-time participants are eligible for a unique scholarship
opportunity. April 1 is the last day to nominate someone for the WHCLIST award....


District Dispatch, Mar. 24


 


 


UMass Amherst opens MakerBot Innovation Center


The University of Massachusetts Amherst is teaming up
with MakerBot to deploy the first large-scale 3D printing
MakerBot Innovation Center in New England and the first
at a university library. The center is located in the Digital
Media Lab at the Du Bois Library. The grand opening is
scheduled for March 26. A MakerBot Innovation Center is
an installation of more than 30 MakerBot Replicator 3D
printers and supporting devices that empower educational institutions to innovate faster,
increase collaboration, and compete more effectively....


MakerBot, Mar. 24
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Inside laser printer toner


Kaitlin Duffey and Lee Simmons write: “Toner is one of
those everyday products we all take for granted. When
the printer runs low you pop a new cartridge in—out of
sight, out of mind. Well, we got to wondering what’s
actually in that cartridge, so we busted one open. Bad
idea! (More on that later.) But we’re all cleaned up now
and back with answers. Turns out toner is mostly powdered plastic—and that’s key to the
whole technology.”....


Wired, Mar. 23


The 10 best external hard drives


Laarni Almandrala Ragaza writes: “I’ve always extolled the virtues
of regularly backing up your data, so for me, having an external
hard drive is a must. But which to choose? There’s a lot consider,
so finding the perfect hard drive for your use can seem
overwhelming. That’s where we come in. We narrow down your
choices to the 10 best external hard drives on the market.”...


PC Magazine, Mar. 16


99 authors on board for LC’s National Book Festival


99 of the nation’s best writers, poets, and illustrators have
committed to appear at the 2015 Library of Congress
National Book Festival, which will be held at the Walter E.
Washington Convention Center in Washington, D.C., on
September 5. The festival will mark its 15th anniversary
since its establishment in 2001 and will also honor the library’s spiritual founder, Thomas
Jefferson, whose personal library covering all subjects guides the universal collecting
policies of today’s Library of Congress....


Library of Congress, Mar. 24


Prison libraries: The great escape


Ex-prisoner Jonathan Robinson writes: “Inhabitants of
prisons find the library the one place that vaguely
resembles life on the outside. A place to escape (calm
down, I don’t mean that literally). A place to learn. A
place to read. A place to learn to read. The A list then.
Prison librarians were put on this earth to rehabilitate their customers. To prison
librarians, one and all, thank you for the work that you do.”...


CILIP, Mar. 23
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Archivists discover first edition of rare geological map


A rare early copy of William Smith’s 1815 Geological
Map of England and Wales, previously thought lost, has
been uncovered by Geological Society archivists. The
new map has been digitized and made available online
in time for the start of celebrations of the map’s 200th
anniversary. The map, the first geological map of a nation ever produced, shows the
geological strata of England, Wales, and part of Scotland. The newly discovered copy is
thought to have been one of the first 10 produced by William Smith (1769–1839)....


Geological Society, Mar. 23
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American Library Association • March 6, 2015
 


For more ALA and library news on a daily basis, check the American Libraries website or
subscribe to our RSS feed.


Islamic State militants bulldoze ancient Nimrud site


The Islamic State militant group attacked the ancient
archaeological site of Nimrud in northern Iraq this week
and damaged it with heavy vehicles, according to Iraq’s
Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities. It was the latest in a
series of attacks on ancient structures and artifacts in
Syria and Iraq that the group has destroyed in the
name of its harsh interpretation of Islamic law. Nimrud
is the sprawling site of a city founded by the Assyrian
King Shalmanesar I, who died in 1245 B.C. The University of Chicago’s Oriental Institute
in a March 4 statement called the depredations a “moral and cultural outrage.”...


New York Times, Feb. 26, Mar. 5; Oriental Institute, Mar. 4


Welcome to the future, at your library


ALA Execuitive Director Keith Michael Fiels (right) writes: “Last spring,
a group of librarians and non-librarians gathered at the Library of
Congress for a Summit on the Future of Libraries. The summit helped
launch the new Center for the Future of Libraries and focused on
some of the trends that may shape the world in which libraries will
operate. But it also focused on how libraries can shape the future or,
better still, offer it to our communities.”....


American Libraries column, Mar./Apr.
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10 libraries will hold “StoryCorps @ your library”


The ALA Public Programs Office, in partnership with
StoryCorps, has announced that 10 public libraries will
participate in the “StoryCorps @ your library” program.
Funded by a grant from the Institute of Museum and
Library Services, the program will bring StoryCorps’
popular interview methods to libraries while developing
a replicable model of oral history programming. The
selected sites will receive grant funding, training and equipment to collect oral histories....


Public Programs Office, Mar. 4


Sponsored Content


Outlander returns to the small screen
Libraries can expect a boost in readership with the
return of the TV series Outlander to Starz on April 4.
Based on Diana Gabaldon’s bestselling book series,
season one continues as Claire, now Mrs. Jamie Fraser,
is captured by Black Jack Randall’s men.


Outlander won a 2015 People’s Choice Award for
Favorite Cable Sci-fi/Fantasy TV Show, and the newest
title in the book series, Written in My Own Heart’s Blood,
received 2015 Audie Award nominations for both Fiction
and Solo Narration (Female).


Library Larry’s Big Day


The Denton, Texas, children’s educational program
Library Larry’s Big Day recently ended its five-year run
with its final episode. The show, produced by Denton
Television and the Denton Public Library, follows three
puppets—Library Larry, a Texas bull; Emmy Lou
Dickenson, a word-loving pig; and Mr. Chompers, a
fun-loving hippo—who live in the library, read books, learn new words, sing songs, and
visit local places related to what they read about. The show has also gone on the road,
giving an inside look at the George W. Bush Presidential Library and Museum in Dallas.
Mayor Chris Watts has declared March 3 as Library Larry’s Big Day in Denton....


Denton (Tex.) Record-Chronicle, Mar. 3


Utah library feeds hungry youth


Located within walking distance of several schools, the
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Kearns branch of the Salt Lake County (Utah) Library System
harbors 50–100 youth after school every day, most of them
hungry. Monday through Thursday at 3–3:30 p.m., and
Friday at 1–1:30 p.m., anyone under 18 may receive a free
snack of grains, usually crackers, and fruit, like applesauce
or raisins. In Utah, one in five children is unsure where his or her next meal will come
from. To help, the Utah Food Bank partnered with the library system in November 2014 to
ensure that some of the children who rely on the safe haven of the library have
something to eat....


KSL-FM, Salt Lake City, Mar. 4


George R. R. Martin gifts a Hobbit


On February 27, Texas A&M University Libraries
acquired its five millionth volume, a rare first edition of
J. R. R. Tolkien’s 1937 classic The Hobbit—a gift from
award-winning Game of Thrones author George R. R.
Martin. Martin read from the book during a presentation
ceremony in the university auditorium. Only 1,500
published first editions of The Hobbit exist. The volume
features a striking dust jacket, complete with the publisher’s hand-corrected spelling error
on the inside flap....


Texas A&M Today, Feb. 27


 


 


MOOCs did not change higher ed, but digital credentials will


Kevin Carey writes: “Free online courses won’t revolutionize education
until there is a parallel system of free or low-fee credentials, not
controlled by traditional colleges, that leads to jobs. Now technological
innovators are working on that, too. The Mozilla Foundation, which
brought the world the Firefox web browser, has spent the last few years
creating what it calls the Open Badges project. Badges are electronic
credentials that any organization, collegiate or otherwise, can issue.
Badges indicate specific skills and knowledge, backed by links to
electronic evidence of how and why, exactly, the badge was earned.
The new digital credentials provide exponentially more information than a college
diploma.”...


New York Times: The Upshot, Mar. 5
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European court: Ebooks are services, not books


Ebooks must be subject to the full rate of value-added
tax (VAT), and European Union countries may not
extend tax exemptions for books to include ebooks, the
Court of Justice of the European Union ruled March 5,
adding that it considers downloadable ebooks to be
services. Most EU member states, with the exception of
Bulgaria and Denmark, impose a lower rate of VAT on physical books than on other
products and services. The lower rate for books is one of a limited number of exemptions
(PDF file) allowed under the EU’s VAT Directive....


PC World, Mar. 5


Five tools for creating audio recordings


Richard Byrne writes: “An audio recording doesn’t
have to go through the full-fledged production
process of creating a podcast in order for it to be a
valuable activity for students. Creating short, unedited audio recordings is a good way for
students to record and share their reflections on things that they have learned and
observed in your classroom. The following five tools can all be used for creating and
sharing short audio recordings.”...


Free Technology for Teachers, Feb. 21


16 resources for teaching a foreign language


Joy Nelson writes: “As globalization barrels forward,
learning a foreign language becomes ever more
important and beneficial for students. But learning
another language is difficult; if you are a foreign
language teacher (or a librarian supporting one), how
can you make the process easier and more enjoyable for your students? These
resources may help.”...


Edudemic, Mar. 4


MLS required


Barbara Fister writes: “On Twitter the other day, a
question bubbled up that is a perennial in my field.
What is the purpose and value of a library degree?
This conversation started with a provocation (right) from a library school professor (R.
David Lankes) who likes to make us think. Indeed, it did make us think about many
things. I thought ‘most of the faculty I work with who value my work would strongly
disagree with that statement.’ Jacob Berg came back with some skepticism, and I
joined.”...


Inside Higher Ed: Library Babel Fish, Mar. 5
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American Library Association • March 10, 2015
 


For more ALA and library news on a daily basis, check the American Libraries website or
subscribe to our RSS feed.


A career of our own


Marta Mestrovic Deyrup writes: “In 2004, College and
Research Libraries published my study, ‘Is the
Revolution Over: Gender, Economic, and
Professional Parity in Academic Library Leadership
Positions,’ which found that more than half of the top
administrators at Carnegie doctoral/research
extensive university libraries were women. American
Libraries recently asked me to revisit the topic of
gender and academic librarianship for Women’s
History Month. I talked to a handful of female academic library administrators at various
stages of their careers to ask them about the women’s movement and choices they’ve
made.”...


American Libraries feature, Mar./Apr.


Help secure funding for key library programs


The congressional appropriations process is in full swing
and library priority programs face tremendous scrutiny from
members of Congress in search of programs to cut or put
on the chopping block. This is your time to be heard and let
Congress know how important continued funding is for the
Library Services Technology Act (LSTA) and Innovative
Approaches to Literacy (IAL). Contact your senators and
representative and ask them to add their names to both “Dear Colleague” letters
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supporting LSTA and IAL that are currently being circulated....


District Dispatch, Mar. 9


 


 


The extraordinary women of ALA’s Washington Office


Larry Nix writes: “For Women’s History Month I’m writing
about a group of women who collectively made an
enormous contribution to the improvement of library
service in America. These were the women who served
as directors of the ALA Washington Office from 1950
through 1999. They were the lobbyists for America’s
libraries and they carried out this role exceptionally well.
The ALA Washington Office was established in October 1945 and celebrates its 70th
anniversary this year.”...


Library History Buff Blog, Mar. 9


Next AL Live: The future of libraries


What do you envision for future of libraries? Jason Griffey (right),
head of library information technology at the University of Tennessee
at Chattanooga, will moderate this week’s episode of American
Libraries Live, for a one-hour discussion of the future of the library, at
2 p.m. Eastern time on Thursday, March 12. The rest of the panel
includes Rebekkah Smith Aldrich, Ben Bizzle, and Andromeda
Yelton. This free, streaming videocast can be viewed from your
home, library, or on-the-go....


American Libraries, Mar. 9


 


 


PLA Big Ideas in San Francisco


On June 26, at the ALA Annual Conference in San Francisco, PLA will
present PLA Big Ideas @ ALA Annual, an ideal event for public library
directors, deputy directors, and managers. An extension of the popular
Big Ideas series at the PLA Conference, this engaging day will feature
dynamic speakers from outside the library world, including leadership
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expert Jay Conger and creativity expert Tina Seelig. The event will be
hosted in San Francisco Public Library’s Koret Auditorium.....


PLA, Mar. 9


James Patterson pledges $1.25 million to school libraries


Just a few months ago, James Patterson (right) finished giving away
$1 million to more than 175 independent bookstores nationwide.
Now the bestselling thriller writer is turning to school libraries with a
$1.25 million grant program. In partnership with children’s publisher
Scholastic, he will make individual donations of $1,000 to $10,000.
The money can be used for books, reading programs, technology, or
repairs. Scholastic Reading Club has pledged to match each grant
with bonus points that can be used for books and classroom materials....


Washington Post, Feb. 27; Dec. 15, 2014


Mother Teresa returns to Trumbull


The controversial painting that city First Selectman
Tim Herbst ordered removed from the Trumbull
(Conn.) Library in early March was back on display
on March 6. The painting, featuring Mother Teresa
standing alongside pro-choice advocates, was
returned after its owner agreed not to hold the town
responsible if any copyright-infringement lawsuits are filed. But liability and First
Amendment issues persist. The ACLU has now weighed in on the issue, noting in a letter
to Herbst that its attorneys believe removing the painting is a First Amendment violation,
“given the speciousness of any copyright concerns.” And emails are flying back and forth
over exactly what the town should be responsible for when it comes to the exhibit....


Bridgeport Connecticut Post, Mar. 6


Library-related sessions at SXSW


To raise awareness of the innovation and technology
happening in libraries today, and to highlight the ways in
which librarians support entrepreneurship, library advocates
and industry leaders from across the US will attend the 2015
SXSW Interactive festival in Austin, Texas, March 13–17.
Advocating as lib*interactive (formerly sxswLAM), this
volunteer-led group of library thought-leaders have attended,
presented, and actively recruited their colleagues to
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participate in SXSW Interactive over the past several years.
Here are some of the library-related sessions, including one on entrepreneurial coworking
and collaboration that includes panelists from D.C. Public Library, MapStory, and ALA....


lib*interactive at SXSW, Mar. 10; Office for Information Technology Policy, Mar. 10


The basics: Clearing your browser cache


Web browsers store temporary copies of the web pages
you visit in what’s referred to as the browser cache. They
do this as a way to speed up the web experience.
Sometimes an old or incomplete copy of a page gets
saved to your cache and it prevents you from doing what
you want to do on the web. When you come across a
page that doesn’t look right, or you get hung up when
trying to execute some web functionality, clearing the browser cache will often straighten
things out. Here are instructions on how to clear the cache in the web’s most popular
browsers....


Geek Squad


9 books for Women’s History Month


Anna Tschetter writes: “In the US, UK, and Australia, the entire month
of March is identified as a celebration of women’s history. One of the
things libraries and bookstores and readers can do is to read about
lives of women and girls. Here are a handful of books I’ve read recently
that have a strong, pro-women message. They present women and
girls who are strong without being caricatures; emotional without being
a harmful stereotype; and most of all, fully realized characters with
hopes, dreams, and struggles.”...


YALSA The Hub, Mar. 9
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American Library Association • March 13, 2015
 


For more ALA and library news on a daily basis, check the American Libraries website or
subscribe to our RSS feed.


If not us, then who?


Meredith Farkas (right) writes: “There is a large portion of our library
collections, services, and web content over which we have little direct
control. That includes web services provided by third parties, library
catalogs and discovery tools, and databases. We need to be just as
dedicated to evaluating and improving those systems as we are about the
systems we control. We need to think about whether we are doing right
by our patrons. Otherwise, we are not being good advocates or good stewards of their
tax dollars or tuition.”...


American Libraries column, Mar./Apr.


A guide to the 2015 ALA elections


An electronic guide to the 2015 ALA elections is once
again available to inform members about the candidates
and the election process. Your Guide to the 2015 ALA
Elections contains general information about the ALA
presidency, recent ALA presidential initiatives, and
biographical information about the four presidential
candidates. Information about the ALA Council, recent
Council actions, and links to information about this year’s 80 Council candidates is also
provided. Want to run for election in 2016? Apply by June 12....


Office of ALA Governance, Mar. 11–12
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ALA Financial Handbook


The ALA Financial Handbook is now available online
(PDF file). Compiled by the ALA Budget Analysis and
Review Committee (BARC), the Handbook provides
practical assistance and background information to ALA
members and staff who are involved in financial
operations....


Office of ALA Governance, Mar. 12


Celebrate National Library Week


Looking for ways to promote National Library Week, April 12–
18? ALA’s Campaign for America’s Libraries has a variety of
tools and promotional ideas to help you promote the theme of
“Unlimited Possibilities @ your library.” Leading up to and
throughout National Library Week, librarians can encourage
DIYs, crafters, makers, job seekers, small business owners,
and students to showcase what they have made or
accomplished thanks to their public, school, academic, or
special library by tweeting with the hashtag #librarymade or
posting to Facebook....


Campaign for America’s Libraries, Mar. 12


 


 


Charter schools less likely to have libraries


Charter schools are far less likely than traditional schools to have
libraries or librarians, surveys show. During the 2011–2012 school
year, 49% of public charter schools reported having a library
media center compared to 93% of traditional public schools in the
United States, according to a survey (PDF file) by the National
Center for Education Statistics. Nationwide, one-third of libraries
in public charter schools had full-time, paid, state-certified library
media center specialists, compared to two-thirds of traditional
public schools....
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 Washington Post, Mar. 10


Japanese library fixes books damaged in the 2011 tsunami


The city of Rikuzentakata in eastern Japan was
devastated by the Tohoku earthquake and tsunami
that ripped through the area on March 11, 2011,
destroying or damaging some 80,000 books in the city
library. The only public library in Japan to have a
dedicated department for book restoration, the Tokyo
Chuo Metropolitan Library (Minato Ward), has been working to repair materials from the
local archive of the Rikuzentakata Public Library since September 2013....


Huffington Post, Mar. 11


Maximize your free cloud storage space


Eric Ravenscraft writes: “Between Dropbox, Google
Drive, OneDrive, and a half dozen other services, the
sky’s the limit on how much cloud storage you can get.
Every cloud storage provider has a variety of changing
promos that can give you extra storage space, so it’s
always worthwhile to keep an ear to the ground. Cloud
storage providers seem to like giving away space like candy if it means new customers.
Here are some of the best ways to get extra free space on each service.”...


Lifehacker, Mar. 11


Cinderella retellings


Jennifer Rummel writes: “With a new movie of Cinderella coming out,
it’s a great time to round up some book adaptations. For example,
Cinderella Ninja Warrior by Maureen McGowan: Cinderella is held
captive by her stepmother. She can take care of herself, perfecting her
skills in secret, waiting for the day until she can escape. A ball will be
held with two contests: one beauty and one magical. Cinderella doesn’t
care about the beauty contest or meeting the prince; she simply wants
to win the magical competition for the wizard-training opportunity. She’s
determined to win her freedom.”....


YALSA The Hub, Mar. 12


10 Pi Day facts


Andrea Romano writes: “For 24 hours on March 14, Pi Day
2015 will be the one and only Pi Day in the next 100 years
that will actually reflect the first five numbers in everyone’s
favorite irrational number, pi, which is 3.1415. The next
time pie lovers and pi lovers alike will see such an event
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will not be until March 14, 2115. Here are 10 other pi facts: Pi has been studied for 4,000
years. That’s longer than evolutionary biology, Impressionist art, and whether #TheDress
is white and gold or blue and black.”...


Mashable, Mar. 13


The 30 Laws of Library Science


Lisa Zawadski reveals the Laws of Library Science, as
promulgated by the Acme Upstairs Library School, in
slideshow format. For example, Law 22: “The ‘e’ in
ebooks stands for evil.” And Law 4: “All of the library’s
books on Satanism, witchcraft, and spell-casting will go
missing. Library fines are a small consideration to
someone courting eternal damnation, after all.”...


Slideshare, Apr. 15, 2014
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American Library Association • March 3, 2015
 


For more ALA and library news on a daily basis, check the American Libraries website or
subscribe to our RSS feed.


Forecasting the future of libraries 2015


Miguel Figueroa writes: “Trends in culture, community,
and education point to increased potential for expanding
the role of libraries of all types. Why trends? Well, as
many of us already know, it’s nearly impossible to
accurately predict the future. But we can identify trends,
and they can be key to understanding what the future
might bring. Identifying and organizing trends helps us think about the changes
happening in the world and the potential effects they will have on our future.”...


American Libraries feature, Mar./Apr.


American Libraries relaunches website


American Libraries has launched its new, responsive-
design website. Visitors will be able to view this new
site easily on their smartphones, tablets, or desktops,
as it adjusts to fit each type of screen. The site offers
several new features, including news feed updates
throughout each day to Latest Library Links; more
online content; quick links for every article to tweet, post to Facebook, email, and print;
and a comment option that allows readers to use their Facebook account....


American Libraries, Mar. 3
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Newsmaker: Jacqueline Woodson


Jacqueline Woodson (right) is no stranger to prestigious
literary recognition. Her latest book, the memoir Brown Girl
Dreaming, earned the 2015 Coretta Scott King Award (her
second), a 2015 Newbery Honor (her fourth), and the 2014
National Book Award for Young People’s Literature. She
received the Margaret A. Edwards Award for lifetime
achievement in writing for young adults in 2005. In an email
to American Libraries, she discussed the importance of
capturing the childhood experience, the significance of
diversity in literature, and the role libraries play in shaping our collective sense of
memory....


American Libraries feature, Mar./Apr.


Sponsored Content


Outlander returns to the small screen
Libraries can expect a boost in readership with the
return of the TV series Outlander to Starz on April 4.
Based on Diana Gabaldon’s bestselling book series,
season one continues as Claire, now Mrs. Jamie Fraser,
is captured by Black Jack Randall’s men.


Outlander won a 2015 People’s Choice Award for
Favorite Cable Sci-fi/Fantasy TV Show, and the newest
title in the book series, Written in My Own Heart’s Blood,
received 2015 Audie Award nominations for both Fiction
and Solo Narration (Female).


Three ALA Endowment Trustee positions open


Applications are now being accepted for two expiring terms on the ALA Endowment
Trustees and one newly expanded position. This expansion increases the number of
Trustees to six, plus the ALA Treasurer for a committee total of seven. The candidates
will be selected by the ALA Executive Board at its 2015 ALA Spring Meeting, which will
be held April 18–20 in Chicago. Candidates must have a working knowledge of
investment opportunities available to the endowment and other long-term investment
funds. Applications (Word file) will be accepted through April 1....


ALA Executive Board, Mar. 2
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Leonard Nimoy (1935–2015) at ALA Annual Conference


Lydia Tang writes: “The ALA Archives staff found a
picture of Leonard Nimoy (March 26, 1931–February 27,
2015) in our Record Series 13/5/15. ALA conferences
have a long tradition of distinguished guests and author
signings, and Nimoy was at the 1976 ALA Annual
Conference, signing pictures for his newly released
memoir I am Not Spock. Apparently he got tired of
smiling for the camera. This picture, and a write-up of the event, was featured in
American Libraries 7, no. 7 (July/Aug. 1976), p. 473....


ALA Archives blog, Feb. 27


Melissa Sweet to keynote ALSC President’s Program


Awarding winning-author and illustrator Melissa Sweet
(left) and literacy advocate Judy Cheatham, vice president
of literacy services at Reading is Fundamental, will share
the stage at the ALSC Charlemae Rollins President’s
Program at the 2015 ALA Annual Conference in San
Francisco on June 29. They will present an informing and inspiring look at the creation of
excellent nonfiction and the matchmaking of great books and kids who need them. This
year’s program is titled “More to the Core: From the Craft of Nonfiction to the Expertise in
the Stacks,” and will explore libraries’ roles in the innovative implementation of programs
and services to support the Common Core State Standards....


ALSC, Feb. 27


 


 


Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights proposed


On February 27, the White House released a
discussion draft (PDF file) of proposed legislation to
protect consumer privacy online. The proposal, known
as the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights Act, would
require companies to provide clear notice of how they
use data, ensure data is not reused in other contexts,
and give consumers a method to have their data
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deleted. Under the bill, industries could develop codes of conduct to government data use
that the Federal Trade Commission would have to approve. However, some privacy
advocates pointed out that the legislation does not offer much for consumers and would
preempt some stronger state laws, while companies complained that legislation would go
too far in limiting their ability to use information....


The Hill, Feb. 27; Re/code, Feb. 27


MIT Libraries create a mobile version of Fair Use Quiz


The Massachusetts Institute of Technology Libraries’
Office of Scholarly Publishing, Copyright, and Licensing
has launched a mobile version of its web-based Fair
Use Quiz that was initially released in 2014. The quiz is
designed to help students better understand the core
concepts of copyright law’s “fair use” provision, the
flexible—but notably ambiguous—exception under US
copyright law that makes it possible to use others’ copyrighted works without
permission....


MIT Libraries News, Feb. 26


Lawmakers restore funding for Indiana State Library


After an outcry from librarians, genealogists, and universities,
Indiana Republicans restored about $2 million in cuts to the
Indiana State Library in late February, which would have eliminated $1.3 million in funding
for INSPIRE—a heavily used state website that allows Indiana residents free access to
many historical and scientific journals. The latest version of the House budget, which
includes the funding, was approved this week and it now heads to the Senate. The
funding cut would have also forced the library to eliminate its genealogy department....


Chicago Tribune, Mar. 2


5 comics that feature libraries and librarians


Carli Spina writes: “Graphic novel and comic book fans
are book lovers, so it is no surprise that libraries and
librarians are portrayed fairly frequently in all sorts of
graphic works. Here are some comics that feature
libraries and librarians and are perfect for some light
reading or for a fun library display. One of the most
iconic examples of librarians in comics has to be Barbara Gordon, better known by her
alias, Batgirl. Debuting in the 1960s, Batgirl’s day job was as the head librarian at
Gotham’s public library, but she was also a superheroine who aided Batman in his crime
fighting efforts.”...


Cosplay, Comics, and Geek Culture in Libraries, Mar. 2


First Folios go on tour
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Published just seven years after his death, William
Shakespeare’s First Folio includes 18 of his 38 plays,
including The Tempest, Macbeth, Twelfth Night, and As You
Like It. In 2016, multiple copies of this original edition,
accompanied by six interpretive panels, will tour the nation
as the exhibition “First Folio! The Book that Gave Us
Shakespeare,” providing hundreds of thousands of visitors
with a rare opportunity to view this important book in their own communities. The
exhibition, sponsored by the Folger Shakespeare Library, ALA, and the Cincinnati
Museum Center, will visit one designated site in all 50 states, the District of Columbia,
Puerto Rico, and the US Virgin Islands. Each location will host the exhibition for four
weeks....


ALA Public Programs Office, Feb. 27


AL Direct is a free electronic newsletter emailed every Tuesday and Friday to personal
members of the American Library Association.


Send news and feedback: aldirect@ala.org
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American Library Association • March 17, 2015
 


For more ALA and library news on a daily basis, check the American Libraries website or
subscribe to our RSS feed.


Meet the candidates


Voting for the 2015 ALA Elections begins on
March 24. Between March 24 and March 26, ALA
will notify voters by email, providing them with
their unique passcodes and information about
how to vote online. Get to know the four candidates for the 2015–2016 ALA presidency
as they introduce themselves and their campaign goals to voting ALA members: James
LaRue, Joseph Janes, JP Porcaro, and Julie Todaro. To be eligible to vote, individuals
must be ALA members in good standing as of January 31, 2015....


American Libraries feature, Mar. 17


Dispatches from the Field: Gamification as a tool


Bohyun Kim (right) writes: “Game aesthetics represents the fun part
of game play—the sensations of excitement and joy, the emotions of
wonder and curiosity, generated by discovering a new world that the
game unveils. It encompasses an immersive narrative, the challenge
that tests our abilities and boosts our confidence, and the opportunity
to release our stress and clear our minds. Gamification is a powerful
tool because it captures people’s attention, engages them in a target
activity, and influences their behavior. Gamification in libraries can
play both an educational and a semi-business role.”...


American Libraries column, Mar./Apr.
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ALA needs tax forms volunteers


In early March, the ALA Washington Office hosted a
conference call with several Internal Revenue Service
officials about issues surrounding the distribution of the
2014 fiscal year tax forms and instruction publications to
libraries. Now ALA needs some volunteers to work with
the IRS to make plans to get the Tax Forms Outlet Program and publication distribution
for libraries to work better. If you’d like to become a library volunteer or provide feedback
on the TFOP program, email Emily Sheketoff, executive director of the ALA Washington
Office....


District Dispatch, Mar. 4, 13


Sponsored Content


Outlander returns to the small screen
Libraries can expect a boost in readership with the
return of the TV series Outlander to Starz on April 4.
Based on Diana Gabaldon’s bestselling book series,
season one continues as Claire, now Mrs. Jamie Fraser,
is captured by Black Jack Randall’s men.


Outlander won a 2015 People’s Choice Award for
Favorite Cable Sci-fi/Fantasy TV Show, and the newest
title in the book series, Written in My Own Heart’s Blood,
received 2015 Audie Award nominations for both Fiction
and Solo Narration (Female).


Vote for the Annual Conference talks you want to hear


Public voting is now open through March 31 to determine
which 36 talks in two formats will be added to this year’s
ALA Annual Conference program in San Francisco. A total
of 127 submissions were received. Conversation Starter
talks are fast-paced, 45-minute sessions intended to
jumpstart conversations and highlight emerging topics and
trends. Ignite Sessions give presenters exactly five minutes
to share what they are most passionate about in the library world and inspire an audience
to join them. Vote for the Conversation Starters and Ignite Sessions you want to hear. To
vote, log in, then click on the thumb next to a presentation to vote for it....


Conference Services, Mar. 16
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Gale shuttle buses celebrate 50th anniversary


Shannon Ostrowski writes: “In 1965, Gale, known
back then as Gale Research Company, started
sponsoring the shuttle buses at ALA conferences.
Librarians flocked to Detroit for the ALA Annual Conference in the summer of 1965. It
was a rainy few days in Detroit, so Mary Ruffner, wife of Gale founder Fred Ruffner,
conceived the idea of setting up free and frequent bus transportation to carry members
from hotels to the convention center and from one meeting place to another. The summer
of 1965 started a tradition between ALA and Gale that has now been going 50 years
strong. No matter the city, the weather, or the conference, Gale is happy to be your
ride.”...


The Gale Blog, Mar. 11


Librarians, robots, and squirrels at South by Southwest


Maryann James-Daley is covering the South by Southwest
(SXSW) Interactive conference in Austin, Texas, for
American Libraries. She writes: “If I were to sum up
Sunday in three words, I would say: libraries, robots, and
squirrels. There were two sessions on Sunday that
highlighted the awesome events taking place at libraries
across the country. But the day wasn’t just about libraries: There was a Robot Petting
Zoo, and a startup called Squirl—which bills itself as a Foursquare for books—has had
folks walking around in squirrel suits all weekend.” See her other posts here, here, and
here....


AL: The Scoop, Mar. 14–16


Louise Erdrich wins LC Prize for American Fiction


Librarian of Congress James H. Billington has announced that Louise
Erdrich (right), author of Love Medicine, The Last Report on the
Miracles at Little No Horse, The Plague of Doves, and her most
recent novel, The Round House, will receive the Library of Congress
Prize for American Fiction during the 2015 National Book Festival,
September 5. The annual prize honors an American literary writer
whose body of work is distinguished not only for its mastery of the art
but also for its originality of thought and imagination....


Library of Congress, Mar. 17


The Bodleian’s recent makeover
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Jay Merrick writes: “The four-year makeover of Oxford’s
New Bodleian Library, led by the architect Jim Eyre, is
radical. He has removed most of the Edwardian guts from
Gilbert Scott’s hulk and sewed in entirely new bibliophilic
organs. These include state-of-the-art storage, new
spaces for academic research and reading, a digital
media center, an elevated space for visiting scholars, 2.5 kilometers of open-access
bookshelves, new exhibition spaces, a shop, and a Benugo Café. It will reopen on March
21 as the Weston Library.”...


The Independent (UK), Mar. 15


E-reserve update


No new trial. That’s the response from lawyers for Georgia State
University, who have asked judge Orinda Evans not to reopen the
factual record in a key copyright case over the legality of digital course
readings known as “e-reserves.” The three publisher plaintiffs in the
case had asked the court to use new evidence from the “most recent
academic terms” to assess whether GSU’s e-reserve practices promote “continuous and
ongoing” infringement.”...


Publishers Weekly, Mar. 6, 17; June 14, 2010


The public’s views on surveillance programs


The vast majority of Americans in this new Pew
Research Center survey say they have heard about
the surveillance programs to collect information about
telephone calls, emails, and other online
communications as part of the government’s efforts
to monitor terrorist activity. Some 39% say they are
at least “somewhat concerned” about government monitoring of their activity on search
engines, and 38% say the same about email monitoring. When asked to elaborate on
their concerns, many survey respondents were critical of the programs, frequently
referring to privacy concerns and their personal rights....


Pew Research Center, Mar. 16


YA lit with an Irish connection


Geri Diorio writes: “Happy Saint Patrick’s Day, the feast day of the
patron saint of Ireland. For this celebratory day, why not consider some
excellent Irish YA fiction? These books are set on the Emerald Isle and
most are by Irish authors; try one or two to get a taste of great Irish
literature. For example, The New Policeman by Kate Thompson, which
is drenched in Irish culture and folklore. Pro tip: Listen to the audio
book if you can. The chapters are interspersed with bits of music from
Irish folk songs.”...
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YALSA The Hub, Mar. 17


AL Direct is a free electronic newsletter emailed every Tuesday and Friday to personal
members of the American Library Association.
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American Library Association • March 27, 2015
 


For more ALA and library news on a daily basis, check the American Libraries website or
subscribe to our RSS feed.


House proposes to eliminate IMLS and library funding


The budget resolution released this week by the US
House Budget Committee proposes to eliminate the
Institute of Museum and Library Services, the agency
that administers federal funding support for more than
123,000 libraries in virtually every community in the
nation. American Library Association President Courtney Young on March 25 released a
statement in response, saying: “Through grant-making and federal funding, IMLS aids
libraries in supporting lifelong learning and equitable access for all. Since its founding,
IMLS has provided invaluable leadership and expert oversight to libraries and supported
libraries in providing dynamic services to their patrons, such as workforce training, maker
spaces, coding classes, and entrepreneurship resources.”...


ALA Office of Government Relations, Mar. 25


Newsmaker: Steve Potash


Steve Potash (right) founded OverDrive in 1986 and built it into the
predominant provider of ebooks, audiobooks, and other digital media
for American libraries and schools. So when the company announced
March 19 that it would be purchased by the Japanese company
Rakuten, librarians had many questions. In a telephone interview,
Potash talked about the planned acquisition, the potential benefits for
US libraries, and his future with OverDrive....


American Libraries feature; OverDrive Blog, Mar. 19
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ACRL 2015 conference attracts record crowd


The ACRL 2015 conference in Portland, Oregon, opened
Wednesday, March 25, with an all-time attendance record of nearly
3,400 attendees. G. Willow Wilson (right), creator of the Ms. Marvel
comic series starring a Muslim superhero named Kamala Khan,
headlined the opening session. The theme of the 75th anniversary
conference was “Creating Sustainable Community,” and with nearly
1,300 first-timers at the event and numerous new sessions and
activities, it was also about change and growth....


AL: The Scoop, Mar. 26–27


ACRL 2015 tech wrap-up webinar


ALA TechSource will host an upcoming webinar,
“ALA TechSource 2015 ACRL Technology Wrap-
Up,” at 1 p.m. Eastern time on April 3. An expert
panel will provide an overview of the ACRL 2015 conference from a technology
perspective, analyze and discuss what they learned, what trends stood out, and what it all
means for the future of libraries. Register today for this free event....


ALA TechSource, Mar. 25


 


 


Sarah Lewis to be ALA President’s Program speaker


Art historian, critic, writer, and “cultural powerhouse” Sarah Lewis
(right) will be the featured speaker for ALA President Courtney
Young’s President’s Program on June 28 at the 2015 ALA Annual
Conference in San Francisco. Lewis celebrates creativity, focusing
on how it can lead us through fear and failure to ultimate success.
She has served on President Obama’s Arts Policy Committee, was
selected for Oprah’s “Power List,” and is a Du Bois Fellow at
Harvard University. She is also an active curator, having held positions at both the Tate
Modern and The Museum of Modern Art....


ALA Conference Services, Mar. 26
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Voting in the 2015 ALA elections is now open


Voting in the 2015 ALA elections is now open. Between March
24 and March 26, ALA sent emails to voters, providing them
with their unique passcodes and information about how to vote
online. Voters will receive email reminders throughout the
election period—on March 31 and April 16. Voting may be
completed in one sitting, or an individual may “park” a ballot and
return at a later date. The polls will close at 11:59 p.m. Central
time on Friday, May 1....


Office of ALA Governance, Mar. 26


First lawsuits challenge FCC net neutrality rules


An industry trade group and a small, Texas-based internet
provider are among the first to mount a legal challenge to the
federal government’s new net neutrality rules. On March 23,
USTelecom—a group that includes some of the nation’s
largest internet providers—filed suit in Washington, while
Alamo Broadband sued the Federal Communications
Commission in New Orleans. The court filings kick-start a
legal effort to overturn the FCC’s regulations, passed in
February, that aim to keep internet providers from speeding up, slowing down or blocking
web traffic....


Washington Post, Feb. 26, Mar. 23


Missouri libraries urge Gov. Nixon to release funds


The Daniel Boone Regional Library system and
Centralia Public Library are pushing for Missouri Gov.
Jay Nixon to release money he withheld from public
libraries for the current fiscal year and did not include in
his proposed budget for the next fiscal year that begins
June 1. The libraries have launched an online petition
drive to pressure the governor to release the funds. The Daniel Boone system, which
operates Columbia Public Library and has a budget of just less than $9 million, faces
more than $120,000 in decreased revenue budgeted for purchasing books and materials
and to cover the cost of internet connections....


Columbia (Mo.) Daily Tribune, Mar. 23


The state of broadband speeds in the states


Broadband speeds are expanding nationwide and the
conditions seem good for even more growth. All but
seven states saw average peak connection speeds
grow between the third and fourth quarters of 2014,
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an indication that internet connection capacity is
growing across the country, according to a new State
of the Internet report from Akamai Technologies.
Delaware held onto its top ranking among the
states....


Washington Post, Mar. 25


Curbs on government surveillance


The nation’s top technology firms and a coalition of
privacy groups (including ALA) are urging Congress
to place curbs on government surveillance in the face
of a fast-approaching May 21 deadline for legislative
action. In a letter sent March 25 to the Obama
administration and senior lawmakers, the coalition
vowed to oppose any legislation that, among other things, does not ban the “bulk
collection” of Americans’ phone records and other data....


Washington Post, Mar. 24
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American Library Association • March 31, 2015
 


For more ALA and library news daily, check the American Libraries website or subscribe
to our RSS feed.


Get cracking on code


Kate Silver writes: “The Louisville (Ky.) Free Public Library
is one of many across the country offering coding courses
to community members. From the East Coast to the West,
different programs have arisen, aimed at kids, graduate
students, and the general public. The result: improving
technological literacy while filling communities’ needs, and
leading, even, to new careers.”...


American Libraries feature, Mar./Apr.


Highlights from ACRL 2015


The final morning of the ACRL 2015 conference in Portland,
Oregon, March 28, was capped by a keynote speech by author
and Harvard Law School professor Lawrence Lessig. Lessig is a
founding member of Creative Commons as well as Rootstrikers, a
network of activists leading the fight against government
corruption. A highlight of the previous day was speaker Safiya
Umoja Noble (right), assistant professor in the UCLA Graduate
School of Education and Information Studies, who talked about
how search-engine bias affects women and girls negatively in her presentation,
“Searching for Girls: Identity for Sale in the Age of Google.”...


AL: The Scoop, Mar. 28–29
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Sponsored Content


Outlander returns to the small screen
Libraries can expect a boost in readership with the
return of the TV series Outlander to Starz on April 4.
Based on Diana Gabaldon’s bestselling book series,
season one continues as Claire, now Mrs. Jamie Fraser,
is captured by Black Jack Randall’s men.


Outlander won a 2015 People’s Choice Award for
Favorite Cable Sci-fi/Fantasy TV Show, and the newest
title in the book series, Written in My Own Heart’s Blood,
received 2015 Audie Award nominations for both Fiction
and Solo Narration (Female).


Apply by April 8 for the ALA Leadership Institute


Applications for the 2015 “Leading to the Future” ALA
Leadership Institute (August 9–13, Eaglewood Resort,
Itasca, Illinois) are being accepted through April 8. The
institute helps future library leaders develop and practice
their leadership skills in areas critical to the future of the
libraries they lead. The four-day immersive leadership
development program for up to 40 mid-career librarians will
again be led by ALA Past-President Maureen Sullivan and
ACRL Content Strategist Kathryn Deiss....


Office of ALA Governance, Mar. 30


 


 


Palomar to stay in Rio Rancho High School library


A concerned Albuquerque parent said that a book, Palomar by Gilbert
Hernandez, in the Rio Rancho High School library is pornographic and
that it promotes prostitution and child abuse, but a school district
committee has voted to retain it. Groups like the Comic Book Legal
Defense Fund had written a letter to Rio Rancho Public Schools to
defend the highly-acclaimed novel, saying it’s an “exploration of
culture, identity, sexuality, and memory.” Parent Catrenna Lopez said
she would appeal the district’s decision....
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KRQE-TV, Albuquerque, Mar. 29


Delaware IFC receives Gerald Hodges Award


The Delaware Library Association’s Intellectual Freedom
Committee is the 2015 recipient of the Gerald Hodges
Intellectual Freedom Chapter Relations Award. The award will
be presented at the ALA Annual Conference in San Francisco at the Intellectual Freedom
Round Table Awards Reception on June 26. The committee was actively involved in
school library challenges last year when interest groups challenged Brave New World and
The Miseducation of Cameron Post....


ALA Office for Intellectual Freedom, Mar. 30


 


 


Queens Library fills a sheet music void


The Queens (N.Y.) Library has built the city’s largest
collection of musical scores available to check out—a
compilation that’s gained importance since the Frank
Music Company, on West 54th Street between
Broadway and Eighth Avenue, closed earlier in March.
Aficionados coming to the library will find music for
dozens of instruments, from piano and guitar to harp
and ukulele....


DNAinfo New York, Mar. 30; Wall Street Journal, Mar. 2


Yale acquires large collection of Lincoln photos


Abraham Lincoln last visited New Haven, Connecticut,
in March 1860, when, as a likely presidential candidate,
he gave a speech on slavery. He is now set for a
triumphal return. Yale’s Beinecke Rare Book and
Manuscript Library has purchased one of the largest
private collections of 19th-century American
photography, devoted primarily to Lincoln and the Civil
War, from the Meserve-Kunhardt Foundation, run by the family that has collected and
preserved the material for five generations....


New York Times, Mar. 29


Contacting lawmakers about library issues
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Nicole Helregel writes: “I’m sure many of you saw the
distressing news last week: The House budget resolution
for 2016 proposes to eliminate federal funding for the
Institute of Museum and Library Services. So I decided to
contact the politicians in my state to express my opinions
about the House budget resolution. Here are some tips
that came out of that process.”....


Hack Library School, Mar. 31; ALA Office of Government Relations, Mar. 25


Startup wants to solve the library ebook problem


Nate Hoffelder writes: “J. A. Konrath wants to help
libraries. Around this time last year he and August
Wainwright launched eBooksAreForever, a startup that offers a library-friendly ebook
solution. Based on the idea that it’s more important to get ebooks into libraries than make
a buck off of them, eBooksAreForever sells DRM-free ebooks under a ‘forever’ license.”...


Ink, Bits, & Pixels, Mar. 29


10 best Southern Gothic books


Jamie Kornegay writes: “What is Southern Gothic? It’s not just Southern
vampires and trailer park mayhem. These are sophisticated stories
shrouded in darkness and mystery, set in an old mannered South that
has soured. The mansions are gray, and there’s something not right
about the residents. There may be magic and illusion. There is death,
most certainly, and bad behavior committed by the righteous. There is
God and the Devil, standing in the muddy, snake-swarmed baptismal
river, holding hands. These 10 works of Southern Gothic stand out as
useful examples of the dark, strange, contradictory nature of the South.”...


Publishers Weekly, Mar. 27
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